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Abstract
Attempts to modify gravity in the infrared typically require a screening mechanism to ensure
consistency with local tests of gravity. These screening mechanisms fit into three broad classes;
we investigate theories which are capable of exhibiting more than one type of screening. Specifi-
cally, we focus on a simple model which exhibits both Vainshtein and kinetic screening. We point
out that due to the two characteristic length scales in the problem, the type of screening that
dominates depends on the mass of the sourcing object, allowing for different phenomenology
at different scales. We consider embedding this double screening phenomenology in a broader
cosmological scenario and show that the simplest examples that exhibit double screening are
radiatively stable.
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2
1 Introduction
The observed accelerated expansion of the universe [1, 2]—combined with the naturalness problems
of the simplest explanation in terms of a cosmological constant [3]—has catalyzed a reconsideration
of gravitational physics in the infrared. Many different models have been considered, but essentially
all the proposals for new physics in the gravitational sector introduce additional degrees of freedom,
which most often are scalars [4, 5]. Typically these new degrees of freedom are light, with masses
of order the Hubble scale today, m ∼ H0, and couple to visible matter. Consequently, they mediate
a force between matter sources. In order for this to not conflict with local tests of gravity, infrared
modifications of gravity must therefore employ a screening mechanism to suppress their effects at
small scales.
Various mechanisms have been proposed which allow these theories to evade local tests of gravity;
they can be classified according to the following scheme [5]:
• Screening by field nonlinearities: In these models, screening activates in regions of large
Newtonian potential, typically inducing large nonlinearities in the field itself which causes
the fifth force to shut off. Examples of screening mechanisms which fall into this category are
chameleon [6], symmetron [7] and dilaton [8] screening.
• Screening with large first derivatives: In these models, screening occurs when the first gra-
dient of the Newtonian potential becomes large, corresponding to large local gravitational
acceleration. This causes the first derivatives of the field itself to become large and diminish
the fifth force. This mechanism is employed in k-mouflage theories [9], P (X) [10, 11] and
DBI-type models [12]; as well as in some attempts to embed MOND [13] phenomenology in a
cosmological framework [14, 15]. We will refer to screening of this type as kinetic screening.
• Screening by large second derivatives: Finally, screening can occur in regions where the second
derivative of the Newtonian potential is large, corresponding to regions of high density. In
these models, second gradients of the field become large, causing the fifth force to be screened.
Screening in this class typically goes under the name the Vainshtein mechanism [16]. This is
the screening mechanism which operates in massive gravity [16–18], in DGP [19] and in the
galileon [20].
This classification is sometimes presented as being exclusive: i.e., a given model can belong to only
one category. In this paper we reconsider this and explore models where more than one type of
screening can be active. Specifically, we focus on models which exhibit both kinetic and Vainshtein
screening in different regimes. The simplest model in this class is that of a scalar field described
by the lagrangian
L = −1
2
(∂φ)2 − c3
Λ3v
φ(∂φ)2 − c4
4Λ4?
(∂φ)4, (1)
where ci = ±1. We will mostly focus on the phenomenology of this particular model, but the
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general philosophy is much broader.1 The essential new phenomenon is that the theory (1) has two
characteristic scales in the presence of a massive source: the kinetic screening radius, r? ∝ Λ−1? M1/2
and the Vainshtein radius, rv ∝ Λ−1v M1/3, which scale differently with mass. We therefore see that
for light objects, Vainshtein screening can be dominant, while for heavy objects kinetic screening
can be most important.2
The fact that kinetic screening is dominant on the largest scales is quite interesting, as it has
been argued that kinetic screening is somewhat inefficient on quasi-linear scales [22], allowing for
O(1) departures from ΛCDM phenomenology. The double screening mechanism allows for such
interesting physics on cluster scales, while easily satisfying local tests of gravity due to the presence
of the galileon term. Another intriguing aspect of the kinetic screening operators is that they are
not invariant under adding constant gradient long-wavelength modes, opening the possibility of
apparent violations of the equivalence principle on the largest scales [23].
In the lagrangian (1), the galileon and (∂φ)4 terms are suppressed by different scales Λv and Λ?;
we will focus on the region of parameter space where Λ?  Λv, primarily because this hierarchy
of scales is radiatively stable. Terms which are quantum-mechanically generated are suppressed
by powers of Λv/Λ?, essentially because of the enhanced galileon symmetry in the limit where
Λ? → ∞ [24]. This model is not the unique action with this property, but can be considered a
representative example of this class which exhibits the double screening behavior we are interested
in. Much of what we say can be extended to the more general case, and we will comment on these
generalizations.
A somewhat similar setup was considered in [14], consisting of a galileon plus a term of the
form L ∼ −(∂φ)2√|(∂φ)2|/(a0MPl), in order to reproduce the MOND [13] force law in galaxies—
with a0 the MOND crossover acceleration—while being screened at solar system scales. Like the
case we consider, this theory possesses two regimes, where the force law is qualitatively different.
However, our motivations are different; we imagine that φ has something to do with dark energy
rather than dark matter phenomenology, and we emphasize that the length scales in the problem
are mass-dependent, such that the observed phenomenology depends on the masses of the objects
involved.
1Other models with a similar derivative structure include the conformal galileon [20]
L = −f
2
2
e2pi(∂pi)2 − f
3
Λ3
(
2pi(∂pi)2 + (∂pi)2
)
(2)
and the cubic DBI galileon [21]
L = Λ4?
√
1− (∂φ)
2
Λ4?
+
c3
Λ3v
∂µφ∂
µ∂νφ∂νφ
(
1− (∂φ)
2
Λ4?
)−1
, (3)
with some signs flipped to allow for kinetic screening [12]. Note that in contrast to the model (1)—which has an ap-
proximate galileon symmetry—the conformal and DBI models have exact symmetries: δpi = 2xµ+
(
2xµxν∂ν − x2∂µ
)
pi
and δφ = xµ −Λ−4? φ∂µφ. These models have been investigated in numerous contexts, and it would be interesting to
explore the double screening phenomenology in these cases.
2We will be more precise later about what we mean by “light” and “heavy” objects.
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We begin in Section 2 by considering the theory (1) on flat space in the presence of a massive
source, and explore how the type of screening that occurs depends both on the mass of the source
and the ratio of scales Λv/Λ?. Interestingly, we find that in order for a real solution to exist
for an arbitrary mass source, it is necessary to choose c3 = c4 = 1 in (1); these are the choices
of signs for these terms which would cause them to screen without the other present. We also
consider generalizations beyond (1) to general P (X) theories. One reason for considering this type
of double screening is to alleviate the superluminality issues which plague Vainshtein and kinetic
screening individually. However, we will show that superluminalities persist even in the presence
of both terms.
In Section 3, we consider embedding double screening into a complete cosmology. There are
cosmological solutions involving both the galileon and the (∂φ)4 term which self-accelerate at the
background level. This is a cosmological analogue of “double screening,” where the physics of linear
perturbations is governed by a different operator than that which controls nonlinear physics. The
phenomenological signatures of this scenario are somewhat similar to the ones discussed above.
However, we will show that the parameters must be chosen in such a way that collapsed objects
cannot exhibit the double screening phenomenon discussed in Section 2. We show that by introduc-
ing a cosmological constant (CC), it is possible to find a satisfactory cosmology where the P (X)
part of the lagrangian drives the background and which exhibits double screening for collapsed
objects. This provides a proof-of-concept that the double screening phenomenology is compatible
with cosmology.
We then turn to discuss the radiative stability of the theory in Section 4; we give a simple
power counting argument that the theory is quantum-mechanically stable—even trusting power
law divergences—below the scale Λ?. However, since kinetic screening manifestly relies on trusting
the theory above the scale Λ?, we then compute the 1-loop effective action and show that the
generated terms are subdominant even above this scale so long as we only trust the logarithmic
divergences.
Finally, we discuss general lessons which may be abstracted from our analysis and comment on
natural future directions to explore in Section 5.
Conventions: We work in mostly plus signature throughout, and define the reduced Planck mass
by M−2Pl ≡ 8piG.
2 Double screening around point sources
As a first step toward exploring the combined effects of kinetic and Vainshtein screening, we consider
the theory (1) on a fixed flat background and consider a coupling to matter of the form gφMPlT . As
mentioned before, the theory (1) consists of two distinct parts: a cubic galileon interaction and
a (∂φ)4-type interaction. We define the constants c3, c4 to take the values ±1; their magnitudes
may be absorbed into the definitions of Λ?,Λv. This lagrangian is exactly invariant under a shift
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symmetry, φ 7→ φ + c. This symmetry is broken by the coupling to matter, but given that this
breaking is MPl suppressed, it is relatively soft. The motivation for considering this particular form
of the action is that it is the simplest example of a theory which has operators that give rise to
kinetic screening and Vainshtein screening. In Section 2.4 we consider more general actions with
similar phenomenology.
The equation of motion following from (1) can be written as
∂µ
(
∂µφ+
2c3
Λ3v
φ∂µφ− c3
Λ3v
∂µ(∂φ)2 +
c4
Λ4?
(∂φ)2∂µφ
)
= − g
MPl
T . (4)
Notice that the left-hand side takes the form ∂µJ
µ; this is a consequence of the shift symmetry of
the original lagrangian, Jµ is the Noether current associated to this shift symmetry.
We solve this equation in the presence of a non-dynamical, massive, spherically-symmetric source
with a stress tensor with trace T = −Mδ(3)(~x), and search for static, spherically-symmetric profiles
for the background field configuration (φ = φ(r)). With these simplifications, the equation of
motion can be straightforwardly integrated to yield a polynomial equation for φ′:
φ′ +
4c3
Λ3v
φ′2
r
+
c4
Λ4?
φ′3 =
gM
MPl
1
4pir2
. (5)
This is a cubic equation, so it admits an exact solution in radicals, with three branches. Without
loss of generality, we assume that g > 0, as its sign can be reabsorbed into a field redefinition of φ.
The explicit solution to (5) is somewhat cumbersome, so in order to develop some intuition for
how this general solution will behave, we will first review some limits of the equation. In particular,
we can first consider the limit Λv →∞ to see how screening of the kinetic type operates [10, 25, 26].
In this limit, the solution to (5) has two asymptotic regimes: very far from the source and close to
the object. These two regimes are separated by the characteristic length scale where φ′ ∼ Λ2?,
r? =
1
Λ?
(
gM
MPl
)1/2
, (6)
which we will refer to as the kinetic screening radius. Far from the source, the kinetic self-interaction
is irrelevant and the field has the expected Newtonian φ ∼ 1/r profile. However, close to the source,
the non-linear (∂φ)4 term dominates so that the field profile in the asymptotic regimes is
φ′(r) '

Λ2?
4pi
(r?
r
)2
for r  r?
c
1/3
4
Λ2?
(4pi)1/3
(r?
r
)2/3
for r  r?
. (7)
Note that a continuous solution which exists at all r is possible only if c4 = 1.
The force of gravity due to an object of mass M is given by
~Fgrav. = rˆ
M
8piM2Pl
1
r2
= rˆ
Λ2?
8pigMPl
(r?
r
)2
, (8)
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so that the ratio of the so-called fifth force mediated by the scalar (~Fφ = rˆ
g
MPl
φ′) to that of gravity
close to the source is
Fφ
Fgrav.
= 2g2
(
r
r?
)4/3
for r  r?, (9)
which goes to zero as we approach the source—this is screening and it explains why it is possible
for light scalar fields to evade detection in the solar system, their contribution to tests of gravity is
strongly suppressed.
Additionally, we can take the limit Λ? →∞ in (5), so that it reduces to the equation of motion
of the galileon [20]. This theory exhibits Vainshtein screening [16, 17]. As before, there are two
regimes; in this case they are separated by a different length scale, known as the Vainshtein radius
rv =
1
Λv
(
gM
MPl
)1/3
. (10)
In order for a real solution to exist everywhere, we must have c3g > 0, so we must take c3 = 1
(note that we have defined g > 0). With these considerations the gradient of the field profile can
be solved for directly
φ′(r) =
rΛ3v
8
(
−1 +
√
1 +
4
pi
(rv
r
)3)
, (11)
and we can see that it also simplifies in the asymptotic regimes:
φ′(r) '

Λ3vrv
4pi
(rv
r
)2
for r  rv
Λ3vrv
(16pi)1/2
(rv
r
)1/2
for r  rv
. (12)
As in the kinetic case, the ratio of the galileon force to that of gravity drops off sharply inside the
Vainshtein radius, this time scaling as Fφ/Fgrav. ∼ r3/2. Note that this goes to zero faster than (9)
indicating more efficient screening compared to the kinetic case.
A reasonable question to ask is whether both of these mechanisms can operate simultaneously—
or, more generally, if there can be any interesting interplay between the terms responsible for
screening. In order to answer this question, we now investigate the solution of the equation (5) in
full generality.
2.1 Combining the two mechanisms
As we have seen above, around a massive source there are now two interesting length scales, the
kinetic screening radius, r?, given in (6) and the Vainshtein radius, rv, in (10).
3 Generically, either
3It is possible to generalize this notion to theories which screen via N th derivatives becoming large: ∂Nφ ∼ ΛN+1
which will happen around a point source at the characteristic radius
rN ∼ 1
Λ
(
gM
MPl
) 1
N+1
.
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of these two length scales could be larger, depending upon how we choose the hierarchy between
Λ? and Λv. However, as we will argue in Section 4, a well-motivated corner of parameter space to
explore is where there is a hierarchy
Λ?  Λv, (13)
owing to the radiative stability of this choice. This stability can be thought of as a vestige of the
“weakly-broken” galileon invariance of the theory which is restored in the limit that Λv/Λ? → 0, as
was noted in [24]. In Section 4, we give a self-contained argument that this hierarchy is radiatively
stable and show that even on backgrounds where both
φ
Λ3v
 1, (∂φ)
2
Λ4?
 1, (14)
loop corrections are under control. This is quite intriguing because it allows us to simultaneously
realize both screening mechanisms we have discussed.
In light of this nice quantum-mechanical behavior, we will focus on the situation where Λ?  Λv
in what follows. In any case, relaxing this hierarchy between the two scales does not drastically
change the coarse features of the phenomenology, though it does make the theory significantly more
tuned.
Before explicitly solving the equation of motion following from (1), it is first helpful to get some
intuition for how the solutions will behave. Probably the most important difference between the
present case and situations where only either Vainshtein screening or kinetic screening operate is
the presence of two length scales which scale differently with the mass of the object sourcing the
field profile. In particular, the kinetic screening radius grows more quickly with mass than the
Vainshtein radius.
This difference in scaling turns out to be essential to the phenomenology. In particular, since we
are working in the regime Λ?  Λv, small mass objects will have their rv > r? (as is depicted in
Figure 1), and they will experience screening in much the same way as in the galileon model, the
(∂φ)4 term will never become important. However, for large mass objects, the kinetic screening
radius r? can be the larger of the two radii (see Figure 2), so objects will first experience the
nonlinear effects of the (∂φ)4 and then at smaller radii the galileon term will come to dominate and
close to the object the field profile will mimic that of the galileon. We can see that this crossover
in behavior occurs where r? ∼ rv, corresponding to the mass
gM
MPl
∼
(
Λ?
Λv
)6
, (15)
It is then possible to imagine a cascade of different screening behaviors where the field profile changes near each of
these length scales. Since there are not any known explicit examples of theories which screen with third or higher
derivatives (in Lorentz invariant theories, this is likely to imply ghost instabilities, though it might be possible
in theories of the type considered in [27, 28]), we will not explore this notion further presently. We thank Kurt
Hinterbichler for pointing out this possibility.
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Source with gMMPl <
(
Λ?
Λv
)6
rvr?Λ−1? Λ
−1
v r
Figure 1: Schematic of relevant scales, when Λ?  Λv and gM/MPl < (Λ?/Λv)6. In this case, the Vainshtein
radius, rv, is the larger of the two scales, rv > r?. In this situation, the phenomenology is essentially the
same as in the theory of the galileon alone. This diagram is not drawn to scale.
which depends on the hierarchy of scales chosen to suppresses the two operators, as might be
expected.
Concretely, we see that for sources satisfying
gM
MPl

(
Λ?
Λv
)6
, (16)
we will have rv > r?, while in the opposite regime:
gM
MPl

(
Λ?
Λv
)6
, (17)
the kinetic screening radius will be larger, r? > rv. Therefore, matter sources with different mass
M will dictate a different hierarchy between the kinetic and Vainshtein radii. We now explore both
of these regimes.
2.1.1 Small mass sources
If the source satisfies the inequality (16), as we approach the object from infinity, the field profile
will initially be of the usual Newtonian 1/r form and any test objects will feel an un-screened fifth
force mediated by φ. Eventually, at the scale rv, the cubic galileon term will begin to dominate the
dynamics, and the field profile will be of the approximate form:
φ′(r) ∼ Λ3vrv
(rv
r
)1/2
for r∼<rv. (18)
Now, the na¨ıve expectation is that the field profile will be close to this form until one reaches r?,
where it will then switch over to being of the form (7). However, this intuition is incorrect, as can
be seen by evaluating how both the galileon and X2 operators scale on the background (18)
1
Λ3v
φ(∂φ)2
∣∣∣
φ′∼r−1/2
∼ (Λ3vrv)2 (rvr )5/2 (19)
1
Λ4?
(∂φ)4
∣∣∣
φ′∼r−1/2
∼ (Λ2vrv)4(ΛvΛ?
)4 (rv
r
)2
. (20)
This makes it clear that if the galileon operator comes to dominate first (that is, at a further
distance from the source), the (∂φ)4 operator will never be equally important, as it grows more
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slowly with decreasing r. Another way of seeing this behavior is to check that by the time one
reaches r? and the kinetic interaction starts correcting the kinetic term, the galileon operator has
grown very large already, which in fact makes the contribution of the kinetic screening term to the
dynamics entirely negligible.
2.1.2 Large mass sources
Next, we consider sources in the opposite regime, satisfying (17). In this regime, r? > rv, so as we
approach the source from infinity, we will first enter the kinetic screening regime, where the field
profile is approximately
φ′(r) ∼ Λ2?
(r?
r
)2/3
. (21)
Note that the galileon term continues to grow more quickly than the kinetic screening term when
evaluated on this background:
1
Λ3v
φ(∂φ)2
∣∣∣
φ′∼r−2/3
∼ Λ3?r−1?
(
Λ?
Λv
)3 (r?
r
)3
(22)
1
Λ4?
(∂φ)4
∣∣∣
φ′∼r−2/3
∼ Λ4?
(r?
r
)8/3
, (23)
so we should expect it to come to dominate at some radius, r¯. This distance can be estimated by
equating (22) and (23) to obtain:
r¯
r?
∼
(
Λ?
Λv
)9( gM
MPl
)−3/2
. (24)
Note that this distance is generically smaller than the Vainshtein radius:
r¯
rv
∼
(
Λ?
Λv
)8( gM
MPl
)−4/3
< 1 , (25)
where to write the inequality we have used (17). We conclude that for large mass sources there
exist two different screening regimes with a clear separation between them. It is important to assess
whether or not the EFT can be trusted near r¯, and we address this question in Section 4.
A final comment concerns the signs of the coefficients in front of the operators in (1); it might be
expected that combining the two operators might loosen some of the sign constraints discussed in
Section 2. For example, we may now think that we can set c4 = −1 but nevertheless have screening
due to the galileon operator. However, as we have just seen, by choosing a sufficiently massive
source, we can cause the (∂φ)4 operator to become important first, and unless its sign is chosen
appropriately, a solution which exhibits screening will not exist. A similar argument holds for the
galileon term. We therefore see, surprisingly, that there is no additional sign freedom afforded to
us in this more general situation—each of the operators must have the “correct” sign for them to
screen in isolation.
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Source with gMMPl >
(
Λ?
Λv
)6
rv r?Λ−1? Λ
−1
v
Figure 2: Schematic of relevant scales, when Λ?  Λv and gM/MPl > (Λ?/Λv)6. In this case, the kinetic
radius, r?, is the larger of the two scales, r? > rv. In this situation there are three distinct regimes, very far
from the source the potential behaves like a normal 1/r law. As we approach the source, the force is initially
kinetic screened. Even closer to the source, Vainshtein screening takes over. This diagram is not to scale.
2.2 Explicit solution around a point source
Now that we have an intuitive understanding of how solutions to the equation of motion of (1)
should behave around an isolated point source, let us solve explicitly the equation of motion and
verify our intuition.
Though the exact solutions to (5) are fairly complicated, it is straightforward to verify numerically
that a solution which is everywhere real and has the correct asymptotic behavior (i.e., that φ′ ∼ 1/r2
as r → ∞) exists for all values of the mass, M , only if c3 = 1, c4 = 1. This is in accord with
the intuitive arguments of the previous section. The explicit solution itself is not particularly
enlightening, but we quote it here for completeness
φ′(r) = −Λ2?
[
4
3
(
rv
r?
)3 (r?
r
)
+ 2pi1/3
(
r
r?
)
1
Q(r)
− 32pi
1/3
3
(
rv
r?
)6 (r?
r
) 1
Q(r)
− 1
6pi1/3
(r?
r
)
Q(r)
]
,
(26)
where the quantity Q(r) is given by:
Q(r) ≡
[
27 rr? + 144pi
(
rv
r?
)3 (
r
r?
)2 − 512pi ( rvr?)9
+ 3
√
192pi2
(
r
r?
)6
+ 81
(
r
r?
)2
+ 864pi
(
rv
r?
)3 (
r
r?
)3 − 768pi2 ( rvr?)6 ( rr?)4 − 3072pi ( rvr?)9 ( rr?)
]1/3
.
(27)
Although Q is not manifestly real (as the various roots can become imaginary), the combination (26)
is real for all values of the parameters.
Note that (26) has the properties expected of the field profile in Section (2.1); in the limit r →∞,
the solution takes the expected 1/r2 form:
φ′(r) ' gM
4piMPl
1
r2
, as r →∞, (28)
while in the opposite limit—close to the source—the field profile is that of the galileon, regardless
of the mass of the object:
φ′(r) ' Λ
3
vrv
(16pi)1/2
(rv
r
)1/2
, as r → 0. (29)
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Figure 3: Here we plot the solution (26) for two fiducial choices of parameters on a log-log scale. Left:
Situation where the Vainshtein radius is larger than the kinetic screening radius (small mass objects: those
satisfying (16)). The parameters we have chosen are M = 102MPl,Λv = 10
−2MPl,Λ? = 10−1MPl, g = 1. At
large distances, the field profile scales as r−2 while inside the Vainshtein radius, the profile scales as r−1/2
all the way until r = 0, as expected. The red line (dot dashed) has slope −1/2 and is intended to guide the
eye. Right: Situation where the kinetic screening radius is larger than the Vainshtein radius. Parameters
are M = 1010MPl,Λv = 10
−2MPl,Λ? = 10−1MPl, g = 1. Here we see that as the source is approached, the
field first scales as r−2/3 and then transitions to scaling as r−1/2 at smaller radii. The red line is again of
slope −1/2 while the orange line (dashed) has slope −2/3.
Further, in the limit that the kinetic screening radius is much larger than the Vainshtein radius
(rv → 0), we recover the correct solution for kinetic screening:
lim
rv→0
φ′(r) = −
Λ2?
(
8pi
3
)1/3 ( r
r?
)2/3
(
9 +
√
81 + 192pi2
(
r
r?
)4)1/3 +Λ2?(72pi)− 13
9 +
√
81 + 192pi2
(
r
r?
)41/3 (r?
r
)2/3
.
(30)
And similarly in the limit that the kinetic screening radius is very small compared to the Vainshtein
radius, we recover the galileon solution:
lim
r?→0
φ′(r) =
rΛ3v
8
(
−1 +
√
1 +
4
pi
(rv
r
)3)
. (31)
It can also be seen that the solution (26) exhibits the expected behaviors for small and large mass
sources. For light sources, satisfying (16), the profile at large r goes as 1/r2 before scaling as 1/
√
r
as one approaches the source. In the opposite regime, where the source satisfies (17), the profile at
infinity is 1/r2 but now as we approach the source, the profile first scales as 1/r2/3 before turning
over further and scaling as 1/
√
r at smaller radii. We plot these two situations for a fiducial choice
of parameters in Figure 3.
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2.3 Superluminality
Superluminal propagation of fluctuations is extremely common in the field theories which arise
from infrared modifications of gravity [29]. Superluminality has been shown to occur in DGP [30],
galileon [31, 32] and k-essence [33] models; as well as in massive gravity [34–36].4 It is still somewhat
unclear to what extent superluminality in an EFT implies a pathology [38–40], but nevertheless
it would be preferable for it to be absent. One motivation for adding the (∂φ)4 operator to the
galileon is to try to remove the superluminality present in the model. However, as we have seen
above, we have to choose the sign of this operator such that this isn’t possible.
In order to diagnose superluminality, we perturb the lagrangian (1)—setting c3 = c4 = 1—as
φ = φ¯+ ϕ, leading to the quadratic action for ϕ:
Lϕ = −1
2
([
1 +
4
Λ3v
φ¯+ 1
Λ4?
(∂φ¯)2
]
ηµν − 4
Λ3v
∂µ∂ν φ¯+
2
Λ4?
∂µφ¯∂ν φ¯
)
∂µϕ∂νϕ , (32)
which reduces to the following for a spherically-symmetric background φ¯ = φ¯(r)
Lϕ ≡ −1
2
Zµν∂µϕ∂νϕ =
1
2
(
1 +
4
Λ3v
(
φ¯′′ +
2
r
φ¯′
)
+
1
Λ4?
φ¯′2
)
ϕ˙2−1
2
(
1 +
8
Λ3v
φ¯′
r
+
3
Λ4?
φ¯′2
)
(∂rϕ)
2+(∂Ωϕ)
2 ,
(33)
where we have been schematic about the angular derivatives, and Zµν is commonly referred to as
the kinetic matrix. The radial sound speed is then given by the expression
c2s(r) ≡
Zrr
Ztt
=
1 + 8
Λ3v
φ¯′
r +
3
Λ4?
φ¯′2
1 + 4
Λ3v
(
φ¯′′ + 2r φ¯
′)+ 1
Λ4?
φ¯′2
. (34)
Since the eigenvalues of the kinetic matrix depend on the background radial profile, φ¯(r), the
resulting radial phase velocity of the fluctuations about this background will be different from
unity. Indeed, it will become superluminal. We plot the radial sound speed for the two situations
rv > r? and rv < r? in Figure 4. The sound speed is everywhere greater than 1; inside the screening
radius c2s is O(1) greater than unity, while it asymptotes to 1 as r →∞.
More generally, it appears that superluminality comes together with kinetic or Vainshtein screen-
ing. All known examples of theories which exhibit such screening also have superluminal fluctua-
tions. As of yet, it has not been shown that such screening necessarily implies superluminality, but
it is plausible that the requirements of screening (large eigenvalues of the kinetic matrix) generically
lead to superluminality (the spatial eigenvalue being larger than the temporal one). It would be
very interesting to show that this is always true.5
4However, the spherically symmetric configurations which exhibit superluminality in galileon models do not in
massive gravity [37].
5Note that this can be shown for P (X) theories (see e.g., Section 6.1.4 of [5].)
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Figure 4: Log-linear plot of radial sound speed for perturbations about the solution (26). Left: Situation
where rv > r?. The sound speed here is essentially the same as that of the galileon in isolation. Parameters
chosen are the same as above: M = 102MPl,Λv = 10
−2MPl,Λ? = 10−1MPl, g = 1. Right: Radial sound
speed where r? > rv. Here we see that the sound speed is similar to that in the X + X
2 case inside r?,
where the sound speed is somewhat larger than when the galileon operator dominates. Inside the radius r¯,
where the galileon term becomes important, the sound speed approaches the same value as in the left panel.
Parameters here are M = 1010MPl,Λv = 10
−2MPl,Λ? = 10−1MPl, g = 1.
2.4 Generalization to P (X)
So far we have focused on the simplest model (1) which exhibits double screening. We now consider
generalizing this model by allowing for a broader class of operators which kinetically screen.6 To
do this, we generalize (1) to contain an arbitrary function of X ≡ − 1
2Λ4?
(∂φ)2 as
L = Λ4?P (X)−
c3
Λ3v
φ(∂φ)2. (35)
Provided P (X) is analytic, we may think of it as a Taylor series:7
L = Λ4?
∞∑
n=1
cnX
n − c3
Λ3v
φ(∂φ)2. (36)
We assume that the coefficients cn are chosen so that there exists a solution which screens at small
radius which also asymptotes to φ ∼ 1/r at large r.8 This is the analogue of having to choose
6A complementary generalization—which would be interesting to investigate—is to include higher-order galileon
operators in the action. These will still have characteristic scale rv, but can behave differently from the cubic galileon.
7It is also interesting to consider cases where this breaks down and n is not an integer [14, 15].
8In the pure P (X) case, the requirement for such a solution to exist is for the quantity P,X > 0 to be increasing
as −X increases from 0 to ∞. In the P (X) + galileon case, the constraints are the same, because we can find an
arrangement of sources for which the P (X) terms become important at a larger radius. Note that for cosmological
solutions, X > 0, and for these solutions to exist, it must also be possible to invert the equation of motion on (0,∞),
which imposes further constraints on the cn. See [41] for a complete discussion of the constraints placed on the
functional form of P (X).
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c4 = 1 in (1). Notice that the choice of coefficients, cn, is a technically natural one if we focus on
radiative corrections independent of the regularization procedure, regardless of there being a finite
or infinite number of operators in the lagrangian above—see Section 4 for more details.
The radius where |X| ∼ 1 again defines the kinetic screening radius, r?, which is the same in
this case as in the simpler model: (6). Therefore, we see that there is again a separation between
objects for which the Vainshtein radius is larger and those for which the kinetic screening radius
is larger. First, note that when X becomes large, so that the fifth force is screened, the term Xn
with the highest power will dominate and the field profile scales as
φ′(r) ∼ Λ2?
(r?
r
) 2
2n−1
for r  r? . (37)
The phenomenology in this situation can be much different from the X2 case, because operators
of the form Xn for n > 2 can grow faster than the galileon term. We first consider what happens
for light sources where rv > r?. As we approach from infinity, the field profile first scales like that
of the galileon:
φ′(r) ∼ Λ3vrv
(rv
r
)1/2
. (38)
Note that on this background, the operator Xn scales as:
Λ4?X
n
∣∣
φ′∼r−1/2 ∼ Λ2n+4v
(
Λv
Λ?
)4n−4
r2nv
(rv
r
)n
, (39)
while the galileon operator scales as (19), which goes as ∼ r−5/2. In the case that we studied above,
where n = 2, the X2 operator never comes to dominate, but we see that here if we take n ≥ 3 the
Xn operator will overtake the galileon operator at a distance
r¯
rv
∼ (Λvrv)
4−4n
2n−5
(
Λv
Λ?
) 8n−8
2n−5
, (40)
which is < 1 for n ≥ 3.
Conversely, if we are in a situation where the kinetic radius is larger than the Vainshtein radius
(i.e., a source satisfying (17)) the Xn operator will become important first, and the φ′ profile will
be given by (37); evaluating both Xn and the galileon on this background, we find:
Λ4?X
n
∣∣∣
φ′∼r−2/(2n−1)
∼ Λ4?
(r?
r
) 4n
2n−1
(41)
1
Λv
φ(∂φ)2
∣∣∣
φ′∼r−2/(2n−1)
∼ Λ3?
(
Λ?
Λv
)3
r−1?
(r?
r
) 2n+5
2n−1
. (42)
Here we see that the Xn operator grows more quickly provided that n ≥ 3. Note that this is exactly
the opposite phenomenology from that observed in Section 2.1.
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3 Cosmological double screening
After having considered the double screening effects which can occur around isolated point sources,
we want to understand whether this phenomenology can be embedded in a consistent cosmological
model. Specifically, we want to search for solutions to the model (1) which are late-time de Sitter
attractors; we will not address in detail the approach to these attractors, but leave this for future
work. The solutions we construct in this Section are meant primarily as a proof-of-principle that
the double screening phenomenology can be made compatible with cosmology. We expect that
by generalizing the restricted setup we consider, it will be possible to construct more realistic
cosmologies.
One of the primary motivations for considering theories of the galileon type is that they admit
cosmological backgrounds which accelerate in the absence of a cosmological constant [20, 42–47].
Concretely, if we choose the scale suppressing the galileon operator to be
Λ3v ∼ H20MPl , (43)
then the theory admits a solution where the galileon field scales as φ˙ ∼ H0MPl and acts as a
cosmological constant. Numerically, this fixes the scale Λv ∼ 10−40MPl.
Note that the lagrangian (1) contains an X2 term in addition to the galileon. The simplest
phenomenological scenario would be if this operator contributes a subdominant component to the
cosmological energy budget, leaving the background evolution to be similar to the well-studied
galileon case. However, as we will see, the only way that such a scenario can occur is if r? < rv
for all collapsed objects, eliminating the possibility of double screening. Instead, we will find that
the X2 term must be at least as important to the cosmological evolution as the galileon for double
screening to occur.
In order to gain some intuition for why this is so, consider that the term (∂φ)4/Λ4? contributes
to the energy density as:
ρX2 ∼
φ˙4
Λ4?
∼
(
MPlH0
Λ?
)4
. (44)
If we want this contribution to be subdominant to that of the galileon (which contributes ρgal. ∼
H20M
2
Pl), we must have:
Λ?  (H0MPl)1/2. (45)
However, this is precisely the condition that the kinetic screening radius be smaller than the Vain-
shtein radius for an object of mass
MHubble ∼ ρcrit.H−30 , (46)
which is the total mass enclosed in the present day Hubble volume. Therefore we see that if
we satisfy the inequality (45), we are forced into a situation where the kinetic screening radius
is smaller than the Vainshtein radius for all objects in the observable universe. Thus, in order
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for kinetic screening to be relevant for massive objects, the X2 term must also play a role in
the background cosmological evolution, and give a contribution to the background energy density
comparable to the galileon.
3.1 Background cosmology
In order to explore the background cosmology—knowing that the P (X)-type terms must help drive
the background—we generalize slightly the model (1) to consider an arbitrary P (X) model for the
kinetic self-interactions
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
M2PlR
2
+ Λ4?P (X)−
c3
Λ3v
φ(∂φ)2
)
, (47)
where, as before, we define X ≡ − 1
2Λ4?
(∂φ)2. In [22, 48], it was shown that P (X) models are capable
of driving accelerated expansion, provided that their small argument expansion is of the form:9
Λ4?P (X) ' −Λ + c2Λ4?X − c4Λ4?X2 + · · · , (48)
so we consider the minimal example (we comment on the general case at the end of Section 3.3):
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
M2PlR
2
− Λ− c2
2
(∂φ)2 − c3
Λ3v
φ(∂φ)2 − c4
4Λ4?
(∂φ)4
)
. (49)
The desire to have r? > rv for the most massive clusters also places a bound on the ratio between
the scales in the theory. A basic requirement is that r? > rv for a source of the mass enclosed in a
Hubble volume, which leads to the following bound on the ratio Λ?/Λv:
Λ?
Λv
<
(
gMPl
H0
)1/6
. (50)
For the canonical situation with H0 ∼ 10−60MPl and an O(1) coupling to matter, this corresponds
to the ratio of scales being smaller than 1010. To begin, we will search for solutions where Λ = 0,
but will see that these solutions do not allow for double screening of collapsed objects, though they
do admit a cosmological analogue of double screening.
The theory (49) has an exact shift symmetry, so the equation of motion for the scalar field is
equivalent to conservation of the current associated to this symmetry, ∇µJµ = 0, with [45]
Jµ =
(
c2 − 2c4X + 2c3
Λ3v
φ
)
∂µφ+
2c3Λ
4
?
Λ3v
∂µX. (51)
9Note that we are essentially introducing a CC by hand into these expressions. In the concrete examples we will
consider, Λ will be related to the scales Λ? and Λv, so the hope is that hope is that whatever physics is responsible
for the presence of the field φ will also set the CC to be of this form. At the level we are working, this is of course a
tuning.
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Additionally, the stress tensor following from the action (48) is
Tµν =− Λgµν + c2∂µφ∂νφ+ c2Λ4?Xgµν
+
2c3Λ
4
?
Λ3v
(∂µφ∂νX + ∂νφ∂µX)− gµν 2c3Λ
4
?
Λ3v
∂αφ∂αX +
2c3
Λ3v
φ∂µφ∂νφ (52)
− 2c4X∂µφ∂νφ− c4Λ4?X2gµν .
We are interested in cosmological solutions to the equations of motion. We therefore make an
FLRW ansatz for the metric and specialize to homogeneous profiles for the scalar field (φ = φ(t)).
We further note that the scalar equation of motion admits a first integral, so that the combined
equations of motion for the scalar and the metric may be cast as
3M2PlH
2 =
c2
2
φ˙2 − 6Hc3
Λ3v
φ˙3 − 3c4
4
φ˙4
Λ4?
+ Λ (53)
3M2PlH
2 + 2M2PlH˙ = −
c2
2
φ˙2 − 2c3
3Λ3v
d
dt
φ˙3 +
c4
4Λ4?
φ˙4 + Λ (54)
c2φ˙− 6c3H
Λ3v
φ˙2 − c4
Λ4?
φ˙3 =
C
a3
, (55)
where equations (53) and (54) are the Friedmann equations and (55) is the integrated scalar equation
of motion, with C an integration constant. Only 2 of these equations are independent, the third
may be derived from the others. In much of what follows, it will be more convenient to work in
terms of the variable X = φ˙2/(2Λ4?) rather than φ˙; we just must ensure that X > 0 so that φ˙ is
real.
We search for exact de Sitter solutions, satisfying X = const. and H = const.; we assume that
at late times, the system approaches an attractor where C → 0. This is reasonable, because as the
universe expands, C/a3 will be driven to zero. Using the same method as [49], we can manipulate
the background equations to obtain an equation solely for X. To do this, we first subtract (55)
from (53) to obtain:
H2 =
Λ4?
3M2Pl
(
c4X
2 − c2X + `
)
, (56)
where we have defined Λ = `Λ4?. Similarly, we can solve (55) for H to obtain:
H2 =
Λ6v
72c23Λ
4
?X
(c2 − 2c4X)2 . (57)
In order to obtain an equation solely for X, we can equate these two expressions to yield
(c2 − 2c4X)2
X (c4X2 − c2X + `) =
24c23Λ
8
?
Λ6vM
2
Pl
. (58)
We therefore want to solve this equation for X, and then plug the value back into (56) to obtain
an expression for H. The solutions are not totally unconstrained however, we demand that they
be perturbatively stable and have solutions which screen around collapsed objects. In the next
Section, we derive the constraints that these considerations place upon the theory before explicitly
solving the background equations.
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3.2 Perturbations and coupling to matter
In order to evaluate the viability of solutions to the background equations derived in (3.1), a
zeroth order check is that they are perturbatively stable. Further, we would like fluctuations
about these solutions to be screened in the presence of massive sources. In this Section, we give
the action governing linear perturbations about cosmological solutions in the theory (48) and the
action governing perturbations in the quasi-static regime so that we can investigate constraints on
the theory placed by the above considerations.
3.2.1 Perturbative stability
We begin by considering perturbations about the cosmological solutions. In order to do this, we
perturb both the scalar φ = φ¯+ δφ and the metric gµν = g¯µν + hµν and we work in ADM variables
for the metric:
ds2 = −N2dt2 + hij
(
dxi +N idt
) (
dxj +N jdt
)
, (59)
and choose the gauge: δφ = 0;hij = a
2e2ζ(eγ)ij ; γ
i
i = ∂iγ
ij = 0. Substituting this parameterization
of the metric into the action, solving for the lapse and shift at first order, and then substituting
back into the action yields the quadratic action for ζ [45, 49, 50],
S =
∫
d4x a3Z2
(
ζ˙2 − c
2
s
a2
(~∇ζ)2
)
, (60)
where the scale factor is that of de Sitter, and the coefficients are given by
Z2 = Λ4?X
(
H +
2c3Λ
4
?
Λ3vM
2
Pl
φ˙X
)−2(
−c2 − 2c4X + X(c2 − 2c4X)
2
(−c2X + c4X2 + `)
)
(61)
c2s =
(c2 − 2c4X)
(
c4X
2 − `)
6c22X + 6c4X (c4X
2 − `)− 3c2 (3c4X2 + `) , (62)
where we have used the background equations of motion to simplify these expressions. We can use
these expressions to investigate the stability of cosmological solutions. In particular, in order to
avoid ghost instabilities, we demand Z2 > 0; to avoid gradient instabilities, we demand c2s > 0.
3.2.2 Induced coupling to matter
One of the more interesting aspects of the galileon is that its higher-derivative structure naturally
induces couplings between the field φ and matter sources, essentially through φ coupling to cur-
vature. This occurs even in the absence of an explicit coupling between φ and matter at the level
of the action. In this section, we would like to estimate the magnitude of this coupling on the
cosmological backgrounds of interest.
The equation of motion for the scalar φ can be written as
φ+ 2c3
Λ3v
(
(φ)2 − (∇µ∇νφ)2 −Rµν∇µφ∇νφ
)− 2c4∇µ (X∇µφ) = 0 . (63)
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We perturb both the scalar φ = φ¯(t) + ϕ and the metric, working in Newtonian gauge where the
line element takes the form:
ds2 = −(1 + 2Ψ)dt2 + a2(1− 2Φ)d~x2. (64)
In order to understand the physics around isolated objects on the cosmological background, it
suffices to work in the quasi-static approximation, where we neglect terms of order ϕ˙ as well as terms
proportional to the gravitational potentials, Φ,Ψ or their first derivatives ∇Φ, Φ˙,∇Ψ, Ψ˙.10 Further,
we neglect terms which have only linear gradients of ϕ relative to those with second gradients—
∇2ϕ/Λ2?  ∇ϕ/Λ?. In this approximation, the equation of motion for ϕ becomes [22, 47]
β∇2ϕ+ 2c3
Λ3va
2
(
(∇2ϕ)2 − (∇i∇jϕ)2
)
+
c4
Λ4?a
2
∇i
(
∇iϕ(~∇ϕ)2
)
=
2a2c3Λ
4
?X¯
Λ3vM
2
Pl
δρ, (65)
with
β =
(c2 − 2c4X)(c4X2 − `)
3(−c2X + c4X2 + `) . (66)
We see that the strong coupling scales are re-dressed by powers of β, while the effective coupling
to matter is given by
geff ∼ Λ
4
?X¯
βΛ3vMPl
. (67)
One important thing to notice is that β ∝ c2s, where the proportionality factor is positive if Z2 > 0,
which we will demand. We therefore see that on viable cosmological solutions, β > 0, which
constrains the sign that we can have for c4 while still allowing screening.
11 Comparing (65) to (4),
we see that c4 = 1 is necessary to have screening around collapsed objects for very massive sources
where kinetic screening dominates. We are now ready to construct explicit cosmological solutions
and investigate their properties.
3.3 Cosmological solutions
We now want to solve the equations (56) and (58) and check that the resulting cosmologies are
stable and allow for screening around compact objects. We first consider the situation without an
explicit cosmological constant.
No cosmological constant: We look for exact de Sitter solutions in the absence of a cosmological
constant by setting ` = 0. As was mentioned above, in order to have r? > rv for the largest objects,
we would like for the cosmological background to be driven by the energy density of the X2 term.
10We assume that nothing subtle happens at scales intermediate between cosmological and quasi-static scales, but
it should in principle be checked that structures can evolve in such a way that they approach the quasi-static regime
in a stable way. See [51] for an investigation along these lines in the cubic galileon.
11There is no similar constraint on the sign of c3 because the sign of the coupling to matter is also controlled by c3.
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Looking at equation (58), we see that so long as ε ≡ Λ4?/(Λ3vMPl)  1, we can solve for X by
perturbing in this small quantity. Note that by squaring this quantity, we see that this requirement
is equivalent to (
Λ?
Λv
)6( Λ?
MPl
)2
 1, (68)
but if we imagine that the X2 term is responsible for driving the background, we expect that
M2PlH
2
0 ∼ Λ4?, which implies that we can rewrite the inequality (68) as(
Λ?
Λv
)6( Λ?
MPl
)2
 MPl
H0
, (69)
which is essentially the requirement to have r? > rv inside the horizon (50). Therefore, we expect
that ε will be small whenever we have double screening within the horizon, thus this is the relevant
limit to work in. We therefore expand X = X0 + εX1 + · · · ; at leading order, we find that
X0 = c2/(2c4). Recalling that we must have X ≥ 0 in order for φ˙ to be real, we see that c2 and c4
must have the same sign. At the next order, we find X21 = −(3c32c23Λ8?)/(4c44Λ6vM2Pl). In order for
X1 itself to be real, we must therefore have c2 = −1, which implies that c4 = −1 as well, so that
the solution for X is given by
X =
1
2
± c3
√
3
4
Λ4?
Λ3vMPl
+ · · · , (70)
this can then be substituted into (56) to find that the Hubble parameter is given by
H ' 1√
12
(
Λ?
MPl
)
Λ?. (71)
We can insert these expressions into (61), (62) and (66) to obtain12
Z2 ' 12M2Pl + · · · > 0 (72)
c2s ' ∓
c3
2
√
3
Λ4?
Λ3vMPl
+ · · · > 0 (73)
β ' ∓ c3√
3
Λ4?
Λ3vMPl
+ · · · > 0 =⇒ geff ∼ O(1). (74)
We see that for there are indeed stable self-accelerated solutions in the absence of a CC (indeed,
these are precisely the solutions used for inflation in [49]). On these backgrounds, the X2 term
is the dominant source of stress energy, with the galileon playing a negligible role for both the
background and on linear scales. However, these solutions will not exhibit kinetic screening around
isolated point sources, because c4 = −1.
This fact does not immediately rule these solutions out. For modest values of ε, the kinetic
screening radius will only be larger than the Vainshtein radius for objects which are a significant
12We are free to choose either branch for X1 in (70), but the sign of c3 must then be chosen to make c
2
s > 0, so
these two signs cannot be chosen independently.
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fraction of the total mass in a Hubble volume. There are no collapsed objects of such large masses,
so the theory will still be phenomenologically safe; all collapsed objects will be Vainshtein screened.
An extreme limit of this is when ε ∼ 1—which happens for Λ?/Λv∼> 1010—where r? will only be
larger than rv for objects as heavy as all the mass enclosed in our Hubble volume. In this regime,
perturbation theory in ε obviously breaks down and a solution must be found by other means.
The situation where X2 drives the background but objects are Vainshtein screened is more
interesting than it might na¨ıvely appear; it is something of a cosmological analogue of double
screening, where linear perturbations in cosmology are governed by the X2 term while the dynamics
of collapsed objects is controlled by the galileon. This possibility has not been extensively studied
before in the literature, this provides a way for P (X) theories to self-accelerate using the ghost
condensate [52] mechanism, but still satisfy local tests of gravity, even in the presence of a coupling
to matter. Note also that this illustrates the point that inferring parameters of dark energy by
observing perturbations on linear scales may cause erroneous inferences about the physics governing
small scale effects in the laboratory or Solar System (and vice versa) because the same operators
do not necessarily dominate the physics on all scales.
Therefore, we see that this is a phenomenologically viable possibility where the statistics of linear
fluctuations is controlled by a different operator than that which controls the dynamics of bound
objects. However, we would like to see if it is possible to arrange a situation where the physics of
collapsed objects is different, depending on their mass. For the restricted theory (1), this appears
to require introducing a bare cosmological constant.
With a cosmological constant: We now want to solve the same set of equations, but with
` 6= 0. In order to have kinetic screening, we must have c4 = 1. Our first inclination is to try to set
c2 = 1 as well. However, it is not possible to satisfy c
2
s > 0,Z2 > 0 simultaneously for any choice
of ` for c2 = 1. We therefore consider the situation with c2 = −1.
In this case, we want to perform a similar perturbative expansion as in the case without a CC,
but we will count ` as starting at order ε−2. That is, we expand ` = ε−2`−2 + ε−1`−1 + · · · .
The intuition for working in the large ` limit is that both c2s and Z2 greatly simplify and it is
straightforward to see that they are positive with the sign choices we have made. By solving (58)
perturbatively, we find to leading order in ε:
X ' X0 + · · · (75)
` ' (1 + 2X0)
2Λ6vM
2
Pl
24c23X0Λ
8
?
(76)
H ' ±(1 + 2X0)
6c3
√
2X0
(
Λv
Λ?
)2
Λv + · · · , (77)
so we see that these solutions require a cosmological constant of order Λ ∼ Λ6vM2Pl/Λ4?, which is
parametrically larger than Λ4?. We are free to set the ratio Λ?/Λv to be small enough to allow
small mass objects to be Vainshtein screened while having heavy objects be kinetic screened. On
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Figure 5: Log-log plot of kinetic screening radius (blue solid) and Vainshtein radius (red dot dashed) as a
function of the mass of an isolated source for the double screening cosmology in the presence of a CC. Here
we have chosen the fiducial parameters Λ? = 10
−34MPl, Λv = 10−42MPl corresponding to a crossover mass
of M ∼ 1010M and a Hubble constant of H ∼ 10−59MPl. We see in the plot that large mass objects are
kinetic screened, while low mass objects are Vainshtein screened, confirming that we can embed the double
screening phenomenology in a cosmological scenario. Note that in this case the induced coupling to matter
from the galileon is very suppressed, so we have assumed that an explicit O(1) coupling to matter is present.
these solutions, the galileon and X2 terms have comparable contributions to the background energy
density, both being subdominant to the CC; similarly both terms contribute to linear perturbations.
In order to check the perturbative stability of these solutions, we compute
Z2 ' 72c
2
3(1− 2X0)X20
(1 + 2X0)
(
Λ?
Λv
)6
Λ2? + · · · > 0 (78)
c2s '
1 + 2X0
3− 6X0 + · · · > 0 (79)
β ' 1
3
(1 + 2X0) + · · · > 0 =⇒ geff ∼ 3X
2
0
(1 + 2X0)
3Λ4?
Λ3vMPl
. (80)
Stability of these solutions requires X0 < 1/2. Note also on these solutions that geff  1, this
means that if we want to have a large effect from the presence of the φ field (i.e., for it to mediate a
gravitational strength fifth force) we should introduce an explicit coupling between φ and matter,
in addition to the coupling induced by the galileon term. Indeed, the coupling geff is so small, that
it causes (50) to not be satisfied, so we must introduce an explicit coupling to matter in order to
have double screening.
In Figure 5 we plot the Vainshtein radius and kinetic screening radius as a function of mass for
a fiducial choice of parameters in this family of solutions, confirming that it is possible to have
different screening behavior for different bound objects.
Cosmology with more general P (X): In this Section, we have focused on the cosmology of
the specific model (49), here we comment on generalizations to include other operators of the P (X)
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type, as in Section 2.4. Concretely, we consider the cosmology of the theory (47). For this general
action, the equations of motion are given by [45]
φ˙
(
P,X − 6Hc3φ˙Λ−3v
)
=
C
a3
(81)
3M2PlH
2 = Λ4? (2XP,X − P )−
6Hc3
Λ3v
φ˙3 . (82)
These equations at late times also admit an attractor, C → 0. For particular choices of P (X),
these equations should admit de Sitter solutions on these attractors.
A particularly interesting class of solutions consists of the galileon operator driving the back-
ground expansion, while having the P (X) terms be a subdominant contribution to the energy
density. This set-up allows for a different type of double screening. For concreteness, consider the
situation with the galileon plus an operator L ∼ X3. This operator grows more quickly than the
galileon as we approach massive objects, and when it is the dominant operator, the force due to φ
scales as φ′ ∼ r−2/5. We imagine that the galileon drives the background while the X3 operator is a
negligible correction (and hence rv > r? everywhere). In this case, far from sources initially things
will be Vainshtein screened, but now the X3 operator grows faster than the galileon, so screening
will switch over to kinetic screening at smaller radii. This is a different type of double screening,
where all objects behave in the same way, but there are two different screening regimes around all
objects. This might be of interest for laboratory investigations.
It should also be possible in this case to find solutions where the P (X) term is responsible
for driving the background, which would exhibit a similar type of double screening phenomenon
discussed above. However, in this case, large mass objects would be kinetic screened all the way
to r = 0, while small mass objects will have two regimes, being first Vainshtein screened and then
kinetic screened closer to the source. In this case, the phenomenology is essentially exactly opposite
that of the X2 plus galileon example we have considered for the majority of the text.
For completeness, we note that perturbations about cosmological solutions will be governed by
an action similar to (60), but now with [45, 49, 50]
Z2 = Λ4?X
(
H +
2c3Λ
4
?
Λ3vM
2
Pl
φ˙X
)−2(
−P,X + 2XP,XX −
XP 2,X
P
)
(83)
c2s =
P,X −XP 2,X/P
3
(
P,X − 2XP,XX +XP 2,X/P
) . (84)
Note that we have eliminated most of the dependence on the galileon operator by utilizing the
background equations of motion, which obfuscates taking the pure P (X) limit. By allowing for a
general functional form for P—and possibly higher-order galileon operators—it should be able to
find phenomenologically interesting solutions which are at the same time perturbatively stable.
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4 Radiative stability
Thus far, we have focused on the phenomenology of double screening. However, in order to be
confident that the behaviors we have uncovered are robust, we should ensure that the starting
point—the choice of action for the scalar field—is quantum-mechanically stable. If quantum cor-
rections are large, we are not justified in truncating the action in the manner we have chosen and
neglecting higher-order operators.
As a fiducial model, we investigate the radiative stability of the theory
L = −1
2
(∂φ)2 − 1
Λ3v
φ(∂φ)2 − 1
Λ4?
(∂φ)4, (85)
and then comment on the generalization to P (X) theories, which is straightforward. We investigate
the quantum corrections to this action in two ways: by first presenting a heuristic power-counting
argument, and then by computing the 1-loop Coleman–Weinberg potential [53] using heat kernel
techniques [54, 55].
As has been recently argued in [24], this model fits into a class of quantum-mechanically well-
behaved theories, which are distinguished amongst theories of the Horndeski type [56]. The radiative
stability of the model can be traced to the fact that in the limit that Λ?  Λv, the theory displays
an enhanced symmetry—that of the galileon δφ = xµ. For this reason [24] dubbed this “weakly-
broken galileon symmetry.” It is known that in the theory of the galileon, the 1PI effective action
for the galileon contains only additional operators of the form [57–59]
∆L ∼ ∂
m(∂2φ)n
Λm+3n−4v
, (86)
so we expect that operators of the P (X) form will be suppressed by some ratio of Λv/Λ?, as they
must vanish in the limit where Λv/Λ? → 0. Note that in this picture, the radiative stability of the
model can be traced back to the large hierarchy between the scales Λ? and Λv.
4.1 Power counting argument
We would like to show that radiative corrections to (85) of the P (X) type—that is, with one
derivative per field—come suppressed not by the scale Λ?, but by a parametrically higher scale
(see also [24]). There is a power-counting argument that shows this—essentially the same as that
of [60]; the essence of the argument is that galileon vertices must always connect internal lines in
a given diagram and therefore contribute positive powers of Λv to the overall scaling.
In a generic loop diagram, the elements can be separated into internal lines (and the vertices
which connect only to internal lines) and external lines (and vertices which connect to them). A
given term in the 1PI effective action will then take the following form:
Om,n,q =
(
Λv
Λ?
)q ∂m(∂φ)n
Λ2n+m−4?
. (87)
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What we want to argue is that q > 0 for all terms with m = 0. First, note that if galileon
vertices connect to external lines, the external lines would have at least 2 derivatives per field
(this follows from the galileon non-renormalization theorem, see e.g., [59]). Therefore the galileon
vertices connect only to internal lines.
For internal lines/vertices, all of the momenta are integrated over. If we take the strong coupling
scale of the theory, Λv, to be the true cutoff and if we employ a hard-momentum cut-off regulariza-
tion, then at most the momenta running in the loops will be of order Λv. The internal elements will
then contribute positive powers of Λv—as they are UV divergent—and possibly negative powers of
Λ? coming from X
2 vertices, so that overall they have q > 0.
Next, consider the vertices connected to external lines. These must come from the X2 interaction,
and are therefore suppressed by powers of Λ?. These elements will have no powers of Λv and
therefore have q = 0. Thus, the total q for a generic graph at m = 0 will have q > 0, as expected.
This implies that terms in the quantum effective action of the P (X) type come suppressed by a
scale parametrically higher than Λ?.
The previous argument reduces roughly to the fact that the only way we could get negative
powers of Λv from a graph would be to have a galileon vertex connect to an external line; but this
type of graph will always have at least 2 derivatives per external leg. Though we have focused here
on the theory (85), the above arguments extend straightforwardly to the general case (35) and even
beyond [24].
4.2 1-loop effective action
The previous argument for radiative stability is satisfactory at energies below or about the scale Λv,
which we have interpreted as a true cutoff of the theory. However, we would like to trust the theory
beyond this scale; indeed, we would like to be able to consider situations where the background
satisfies both ∣∣∣∣∂2φ¯Λ3v
∣∣∣∣ 1 and ∣∣∣∣(∂φ¯)2Λ4?
∣∣∣∣ 1, (88)
in various regimes; that is, situations where screening can occur due to either the galileon or the
kinetic screening term.
It is indeed possible to do this in a robust way, but we must be slightly less ambitious than
in the previous section. There, the theory is quantum-mechanically stable even accounting for
power law divergences in the φ sector. These divergences are somewhat model-dependent in that
they strongly depend on the nature of the UV completion of the low energy theory in which they
arise. Though they often accurately forecast the influence of heavy states that have been integrated
out, taking the power law divergences seriously sometimes overestimates the magnitude of quantum
corrections [61]. Therefore, we will instead make the more modest demand that quantum corrections
associated to logarithmic divergences are under control. This does make optimistic assumptions
about the nature of any putative UV completion of these theories, but it seems to us to at least be
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a necessary—if not sufficient—condition for the theory to be well-behaved.
It should not be surprising that the theory is under quantum control in this sense, as the back-
grounds of interest are quite similar to the screening solutions of either a P (X) model or the
galileon, combined in a novel way. Despite this, only one of these types of operators dominates in
any given regime, and it is known that these theories are individually well-behaved with respect to
logarithmic divergences in these regimes.
In order to see this, we compute the 1PI effective action, Γ[φ], for φ in the theory (35) via the
background field method. We split the field into a background and perturbation (not necessarily
small) as φ = φ¯ + ϕ and integrate out ϕ at 1-loop order, which requires only keeping terms up to
quadratic order in ϕ in the path integral:
eiΓ[φ¯] =
∫
1PI
Dϕ exp
(
−i
∫
d4x
1
2
Zµν(φ¯)∂µϕ∂νϕ
)
, (89)
where the kinetic matrix, Zµν , is given by
Zµν =
(
4
Λ3v
φ¯+ 2P¯ ′
)
ηµν − 4
Λ3v
∂µ∂ν φ¯− 4
Λ4?
P¯ ′′∂µφ¯∂ν φ¯ , (90)
and barred quantities are to be understood as being evaluated on the background φ¯.
The 1-loop computation we want to do can be cast as a geometric expansion using heat kernel
techniques [62–67]. The part of the 1PI effective action associated to logarithmic divergences
arranges itself into the following curvature invariants [11, 54, 55]
Γ1−loop[φ¯] ∼
∫
d4x
√
Geff
(
R2 + 2R2µν
)
, (91)
defined in terms of the effective metric
Geffµν ≡
1√
Z
Zµν . (92)
This contribution is independent of regularization procedure. Furthermore, being recast as a co-
variant contribution to the EFT lagrangian, it is appropriate for backgrounds that break Lorentz
invariance. Other contributions will either depend on the regularization scheme used and the value
of the cut-off of the theory (about which we have no knowledge), or they will be finite, harmless
contributions. In terms of the kinetic matrix, Z, the curvature terms scale as R ∼ ∂2 logZ [57].
The conditions for the theory to be radiatively stable are then13
∂2Z
Z
and
(
∂Z
Z
)2
 Λ4?P (X)−
1
Λ3v
φ(∂φ)2 . (93)
13At this point we are ignoring the matter sector the theory couples to in order for the scalar field φ to acquire
a large background value, φ¯. Loop corrections arising from dynamical matter coupled to scalar field theories are
typically large and unsuppressed. At this level we content ourselves in showing the consistency of the theory coupled
to non-dynamical matter sources which do not run in the loops.
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If we have a classical background where (88) holds, the theory will be under control so long as (in
somewhat schematic notation)
∂
Λ?
 1 and ∂
Λv
 1 , in the regime X¯ & 1 and φ¯
Λ3v
& 1 . (94)
This can be checked explicitly upon replacing the background screening solution for φ¯. On the
screening solutions of interest, these parameters scale as
∂
Λ?
∼ 1
rΛ?
and
∂
Λv
∼ 1
rΛv
. (95)
Neither of these becomes O(1) until we reach r ∼ Λ−1v , which is parametrically smaller than both
r? and rv.
To be more precise, in the regime when X¯ & 1, the EFT lagrangian will receive contributions
which will scale at worst as (φ′′(r))m/Λ3m−4? , where m is a positive integer. Since these contributions
only become important at the higher energy scale Λ?, they provide very small corrections to the
Galileon operators.
In this analysis we have focused on the region of parameter space where Λ?  Λv, owing to its
nice quantum behavior which is protected by approximate galileon symmetry. However, it may be
that there are other interesting regions of parameter space which are also stable in this sense. One
promising situation is the opposite hierarchy Λv  Λ?, as it is known that pure P (X) is by itself
stable with respect to logarithmic divergences [11]. However, generic kinetic interactions in that
case will generate operators which will give contributions to the equations of motion of the same
order as the Galileon operators.
Higher loops and UV physics: To this point, we have ignored the effects of heavy UV physics
(by focusing on log divergences in the effective action). It is, of course, desirable to move beyond
this approximation—since the UV theory is unknown, the only handle we have on these effects is
through power-law divergences, which serve as a proxy for the high-energy physics. We therefore
would like to estimate these effects in the theory (35). Alternatively, one could explicitly integrate
out a heavy matter field and focus on the logarithmic divergences. In fact, it is well known that
scalar field tensor theories are not, in general, radiatively stable when coupled to dynamical matter.
For example, consider the following proxy theory:
L = −1
2
(∂φ)2 − 1
Λ3v
φ(∂φ)2 − 1
Λ4?
(∂φ)4 − 1
2
(∂χ)2 − 1
2
M2χ2 − g
2Λ˜2
(∂φ)2χ2 , (96)
where χ represents a matter field with mass M , g measures the interaction strength between these
two scalar sectors, and Λ˜ the corresponding strong coupling scale. Explicitly integrating out this
heavy field, we find that the Euclidean action receives logarithmic contributions as follows:
SE =
1
2
Tr log
δ2S
δχ2
⊇ −g(∂φ)
2
Λ˜4
(
M2Λ˜2 +
g
2
(∂φ)2
)
log
(
k2UV +M
2
µ2
)
, (97)
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where we have explicitly ignored factors of order unity and introduced a sliding regularization scale,
µ. These terms offer wavefunction renormalization to the classical low-energy field theory which are,
by construction, large, in addition to a renormalization of the scale Λ?. Of course, which operators
get renormalised will depend on the nature of the coupling to matter, which in the absence of an
explicit UV completion, are unknown.
To bypass these difficulties one can invoke the Exact Renormalization Group (ERG) [63, 68, 69],
which was applied in Ref. [11] to a simpler class of theories which also exhibit screening. In this
approach, a choice for the UV lagrangian is made—in this case for it to be of the form (35)—and
then the theory is run down to low energies, re-summing the loops involving all high-energy physics
(both the heavy modes of the light field, φ, as well as all the massive fields that φ couples to) along
the way.
Note that this approach also makes some optimistic assumptions about the UV physics, essen-
tially because we posit a form of the UV lagrangian, but absent a UV completion, the level of tuning
can not really be quantified. Solving the ERG equation is extremely hard, in particular because
it includes not only contributions from the low-energy scalar, φ, but also from other high-energy
fields, which have been omitted in the EFT lagrangian, but one can gain useful insights even by
solving it approximately. In this regime, one finds similar to [11] that corrections to the operators
in (35) are small so long as there is a large hierarchy between the scale of strong coupling and the
true cutoff of the theory. That this could be the case in theories of this type has also recently been
argued in [70]—see also Refs. [71, 72] for analogous considerations in the context of classicalization.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have considered the phenomenology of theories which are capable of exhibiting
both kinetic and Vainshtein screening. Perhaps the most interesting possibility in these theories is
that different screening mechanisms can be active for different mass objects or on different scales,
which may allow for novel probes of these screening mechanisms. In particular it might be possible
to evade solar system constraints via Vainshtein screening, but to have the (somewhat weaker)
kinetic screening active on cluster scales.
We have focused on one concrete realization of this phenomenon—the galileon plus a P (X)
theory—because the phenomenology is simple and it is straightforward to show that this corner of
parameter space is radiatively stable. However, the same phenomenon should be exhibited by a
broad subset of scalar-tensor theories, including the higher-order galileons, the conformal or DBI
galileon [20, 21] and Horndeski [56] or beyond Horndeski theories [73–75]. The radiatively stable
subset of [24] is particularly attractive in this regard. This generalization might make it easier
to find completely satisfactory cosmological solutions. For the conformal galileon, an interesting
feature of our analysis is that for sufficiently large mass sources to be screened the (∂pi)4 term
should have a negative sign—precisely the opposite from what is required in the proof of the a-
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theorem [76]. This appears to be another avatar of the difficulties of UV completing theories which
have screening mechanisms.
In the future it would also be interesting to understand what happens in theories which can
exhibit both chameleon and kinetic/Vainshtein type screening; or even theories which exhibit all
three. Further, it would be interesting to work out in detail the phenomenology of double screening
for large scale structure, for example it is known that kinetic screening can be somewhat suppressed
on quasi-linear scales [22] and could allow for apparent violations of the equivalence principle [23].
It would be useful to make quantitative estimates of these effects.
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A Radiative stability of G(X)φ-type of theories
Here we explore something somewhat outside the main line of development of this paper. We
consider scalar-tensor theories which have a shift symmetry and take the form
L = −1
2
(∂φ)2 + ΛG(X)φ , (98)
where Λ is the strong coupling scale and X ≡ −(∂φ)2/2Λ4. These theories are often referred to as
generalized galileons [77] or Kinetic Gravity Braiding [45]. In the main text, we chose to focus on
the simplest case, G(X) = X, and instead allowed for kinetic nonlinearities of the P (X) type.
Here we want to argue that choosing instead to consider a general G(X) is not technically natural.
More precisely, we would like to know the full class of functions G(X) for which the theory above
is radiatively stable and can be consistently treated as a low-energy EFT. To address this question,
we will again employ the heat kernel technique used in Section 4. To provide explicit results we
focus on time-dependent background evolution for φ¯, but our results are otherwise generic. We find
that, quantum-mechanically, the lowest-order generated operators take the following form:
∆L ⊃ φ¨
6
Λ14
{−2G,XX − 7XG,XXX − 2X2G,XXXX} . (99)
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On backgrounds where φ & Λ3, the operators above will be large. In this case, there is no
consistent organization of the EFT. Therefore, we must choose for the terms between brackets to
be small or vanish. This can of course be accomplished by choosing some specific functional form
for G such that it solves the differential equation 2G,XX +7XG,XXX +2X
2G,XXXX ∼ 0. However,
there will be other radiatively generated operators beyond the lowest-combination above which will
have a different operator structure, and which we will also have to demand be small—this would
result in a very algebraically special theory which might not admit stable dynamics. We expect
that generically, the only way to make all of these terms small is to take G(X) = X so that they
all vanish. It therefore seems that the only radiatively stable choice is the galileon. Note that this
is in stark contrast to the situation for pure P (X) theories, where essentially any functional form
is radiatively stable with respect to logarithmic divergences [11].
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